Comcast’s Secure
Development
Lifecycle (SDL)
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Connecting customers and employees to the moments that
matter most also means delivering security that is “always
on.” At Comcast, 24/7/365 protection across the globe starts
with security that’s built in, not bolted on.
We develop and deploy products that are designed from the
ground up to be secure and resilient to cyberattacks using an
industry-leading framework called the Secure Development
Lifecycle (SDL).
The Comcast Secure Development Lifecycle is an end-to-end
approach designed to deliver highly secure products, whether
devices, networks, systems, APIs or services, from concept to
end of life.

The best way to build secure
products is to build security in,
not ‘bolt it on’ at the end

Evolving Risks in the Digital Landscape Create a
Security Imperative
The Comcast SDL framework anticipates and addresses the imperatives of the evolving risk landscape:
As customers work, learn and live more of their digital lives anywhere there’s an internet
connection, threat actors are using more sophisticated and increasingly more available and
affordable methods to attack vulnerabilities.
Successful data breaches and cyberattacks can cause significant harm to an organization’s
operations / services, brand reputation and customer relationships.
New laws and regulations to protect consumers and give them more control over how their
personal information is used and shared require strong security controls.
Identifying and fixing vulnerabilities early in the development lifecycle, when they are less expensive to
fix, not only reduces overall development costs, but also results in products that are more secure when
in use. By investing in good security practices throughout the lifecycle — from products in development through products in operation — the Comcast SDL helps to reduce vulnerabilities that in turn
help prevent security incidents and reduce the impact of incidents when they do occur.

Overview: The Comcast Secure Development Lifecycle
The Comcast SDL is illustrated here. The left side of the infinity loop shows the security practices used
during Comcast's product development activities; the right side shows the security practices associated with the operational life of our products. Below is a high-level summary of the twelve development
and operations practices.
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Before a team 'builds in' security, they need to understand security requirements. They need to know the
security processes and tools and understand how to apply them. And they need to learn how to develop
an incremental and iterative security plan for implementing the SDL for every development activity.
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Armed with knowledge, skills and a defined plan, development teams dive into the key activities of
architecture and design, development and testing, all of which involve corresponding SDL practices.
Third-party security assessments, threat models, privacy impact assessments, penetration tests and security
reviews are examples of practices integral to building in security and preparing for a successful launch.
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After product launch, operational security practices come into play. Vulnerability scanning, patching,
configuration checking and compliance monitoring are all practices that lead to secure operations. While
prevention of incidents is the ultimate goal of the SDL, detection and response are also vigilantly addressed.
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A notable strength of the Comcast SDL lies in our engineering mindset and developer culture. By engaging
teams throughout the continuous security loop, our engineers are best positioned to identify security
flaws and prioritize decisions to reduce overall risk.
The goal of the SDL is to make building secure products easy. And because every product is different, the
SDL offers teams the flexibility to determine which security practices are applicable based on their
product's risk profile.

By implementing the
Comcast SDL, our
engineering teams have
experienced more success in
reducing the time and
resources required to take a
new product to market with
confidence in its ability to
survive attacks.

Comcast's Innovative Approach to SDL Delivery
To encourage and orchestrate the right behaviors, Comcast has developed an SDL delivery program – a
set of tools and processes – to help teams integrate the SDL into their unique development practices.
Comcast's agile, iterative, and incremental SDL Delivery Program is built on the principle that
engineering teams want to do the right thing and should be empowered to own security of the systems
they build. Comcast SDL includes mechanisms to make the right thing easy. New teams are onboarded
into the program by participating in a structured workshop facilitated by certified SDL coaches. Comcast
has developed a proprietary tool to facilitate the adoption of SDL practices during workshops and
beyond. To foster continuous improvement and sustained adoption of SDL practices, each Comcast
development team meets with a certified SDL coach every 90 days for a Re-Sync Workshop.
True to our cybersecurity commitments, the Comcast SDL framework helps us keep our customers and
partners safely and securely connected to the moments that matter most.

